AESCULAP® ExtraLux
TISSUE PRESERVING EXTRACTION
THERE ARE DIFFERENT WAYS TO EXTRACT A TOOTH ...

The importance of tissue preserving extraction is growing strongly. Especially in the field of implantology tissue preserving can avoid complex bone augmentation.\textsuperscript{1,2}

ExtraLux instruments enable easy and comfortable tissue preserving extraction of all teeth by

- **SHARP WORKING TIPS**
  - Convenient cutting of the Sharpey bundles

- **THIN WORKING TIPS**
  - Bone preserving cutting of the Sharpey’s fibers
  - Easy access to the Periodontology gap

- **ERGONOMICS**
  - Enables a better control of force

- **HAPTICS**
  - Instruments are also handy intra-operatively

\textsuperscript{1} Muska et al (2013) Atraumatic vertical tooth extraction: a proof of principle clinical study of novel system. Vol. 116 No. 5 Nov. 2013
DL312R
2 mm, straight

DL313R
3 mm, straight

DL314R
4 mm, straight
DL319R
Lancet shape

DL323R
3 mm, angled

DL324R
4 mm, angled
AESCULAP® ExtraLux
INSTRUMENTS FOR EXTRACTION